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With its attendant uncanniness, the double is integrally associated with the
difficulties of temporal identity and not surprisingly appears frequently in
narratives of aging. A common manifestation of the unsettling double is
the startling, yet familiar, image of the aged self found in mirrors and photographs. Fiction and film involving older characters often include scenes
of unsettling recognition during which older characters perceive an unexpected, yet strangely familiar, visage, an eerie double that is in fact an aged
self.
In this chapter I review historical and critical accounts of the double in
order to elucidate its long-standing association with mortality and to demonstrate how this association manifests the distinctly gendered meaning of
aging. I follow this inquiry with an analysis of doubles in fiction by Alice
Munro and P. K. Page and in the films Requiem for a Dream and Opening Night. In these texts, mirrors, windowpanes, and photographs provide
glimpses of unexpectedly altered faces at odds with the similitude these
characters take for granted. The shocking reflection dissolves the fantasy
that selfhood can be shielded from age, confronting the subject with his or
her own otherness. In various ways, these texts dramatize the sometimes
violent clash of young and old selves as older characters are confronted by
their time-altered image. Though both men and women are subject to the
uncanniness of a persistently revising physical form, because of the association between female identity and corporeality in patriarchal culture,
women experience aging into old age as a process of deterioration that, at
its most extreme, can produce a kind of mania of dissemblance.1 While my
previous chapters suggest that the uncanniness of aging, of mutability, is
not gender-specific, the suffering caused by such instability may be particularly acute for women whose youthful image becomes a specter of former
1. Woodward certainly does not deny the continuing importance of gender as one
ages into old age. However, she does suggest that age eventually trumps other differences:
[I]n advanced old age, age may assume more importance than any of the
other differences which distinguish our bodies from others, including gender . . . in old age, and in our culture where aging is perceived negatively, old
age becomes the dominant category to which we are consigned. If difference
produces anxiety, what is the future of difference? For all of us, if we live long
enough, that difference is constructed as old age. (Discontents 16)
My own argument is less exclusive. While old age befalls all of us, as Woodward
asserts, the cultural resonances of “old man” and “old woman” are different. In the
examples I gather in this chapter, gender is a forceful determinant in various female
characters’ experiences of aging.
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fullness that haunts the supposedly deficient older self. This chapter continues and expands chapter 2’s brief foray into gender concerns, providing
a more detailed investigation into the repercussions of aging for subjects
highly determined by physicality.
The double became a prominent literary trope in eighteenth-century
gothic fiction, notably with the “doppelgängers” that appear in the novels
of Jean Paul Richter, “‘double-goers,’ mirror-twisted twins without whom
the other has neither past nor future, yet in whose present and presence
tragedy must ensue” (H. Schwartz 64). But the concept of the double,
of the uncanny figure that is so similar as to be frightening, has a much
longer history. In their famous analyses of doubles, both Otto Rank and
Freud embark upon an anthropological analysis that locates the power of
the double in its “primitive” history, its prevalence and power in the myth
and custom of various cultures, especially within indigenous communities.
Freud collapses this cultural primitivism into psychological primitiveness,
claiming that the power of the double, indeed, its very uncanniness, “can
only come from the fact of the ‘double’ being a creation dating back to a
very early mental stage, long since surmounted—a stage, incidentally, at
which it wore a more friendly aspect. The ‘double’ has become a thing
of terror, just as, after the collapse of their religion, the gods turned into
demons” (“The Uncanny” 358). The terror of the double, according to
both Freud and Rank, is its dual function as both protection against and
confirmation of impending death. Building on Rank’s analysis, Freud
argues that within the narcissism of childhood, the double functions as
“an insurance against the destruction of the ego, an ‘energetic denial of
the power of death’” (356), but once “this stage has been surmounted the
‘double’ reverses its aspect. From having been an assurance of immortality,
it becomes the uncanny harbinger of death” (357). A confrontation with
one’s double is perhaps the ultimate uncanny experience, a disorienting,
even destabilizing manifestation of the strangely familiar: the double is at
once me and not me. The double assures me that I am at once in here, a
conscious subject, and out there, an object gazed at by others. It signifies
“man’s eternal conflict, . . . the struggle between his need for likeness and
his desire for difference” (Rank, Beyond Psychology 99). In its propensity to dissolve illusions of discrete, stable selfhood, the double exposes
our own uncanniness, revealing the absolutely intimate as strange. Unlike
the victim of dementia whose uncanniness may be othered, the uncanny
double cannot be rejected, or even disavowed, for long, for he or she is
always already within the subject: “One may want one’s double dead; but
the death of the double will always also be the death of oneself” (Royle
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190). At once within and without, self and other, the double is uncanniness incarnate.

aging DOUbleS, yOUthFUl SelveS
In her insightful reading of Freud’s theorization of aging, Kathleen Woodward situates aging in the discourse of uncanny doubles, arguing that
the double’s distressing effect is in fact the pain of the return of repressed
embodiment. Woodward argues that in old age, “We say that our real
selves—that is, our youthful selves—are hidden inside our bodies. Our
bodies are old, we are not. Old age is thus understood as a state in which
the body is in opposition to the self” (Discontents 62). She reads the problem of the image in old age as a reversal of the pleasure of the image in
youth; in old age, “What is whole is felt to reside within, not without, the
subject. The image in the mirror is understood as uncannily prefiguring
the disintegration and nursling dependence of advanced age” (67, original
emphasis). The double forces the subject to lay claim to strangeness, to
recognize the other as in fact an uncanny self. The double shows the self
its own age, what Richard Kearney calls the “dreaded alien” that is “more
like us than our own selves” (Strangers 75, original emphasis). Aging can
provoke a protective splitting that assists the subject in disavowing his
or her temporality, but the aging self always returns, provoking startling,
often disturbing confrontations with the constitutive instability of selfhood
in the guise of the uncanny double.
In his extended examination of doubles, replicas, and imitations, Hillel
Schwartz relates a case history from the 1920s that demonstrates doubling
as a defense against the painful effects of mortality. In response to the
trauma of death and aging, the patient enacted an absolute refusal of mortality, regarding all changes in those she loved as suspicious, even devious
(73). Mme M.’s defensive strategy involved the fabrication of “l’illusion
des sosies,” the belief that her children and husband had been kidnapped
and replaced by pretenders (sosies) (Schwartz 73). As Schwartz explains,
her sosie fantasy first appeared as a response to the death of four of her
five children, allowing her to regard the deceased as only “unbreathing
doubles” and her real children as alive but hidden (73). The fiction of
substitutions, initially a protection against painful loss, next became an
explanation for the changes of age when she refused to accept her remaining child and husband as real, claiming “that beneath the streets of Paris
lay cellars in which were to be found more than two thousand of these
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missing children as well as the eighty sosies of her husband, who had been
murdered years ago or who ‘if in any event he is my husband, is more
than unrecognizable, he has been totally transformed’” (73). For Mme M.,
both death and age were traumatic transformations that could be borne
only by taking refuge in a fantasy of doubling and impersonation. Labeled
“Capgras syndrome,” after Jean Marie Joseph Capgras, Mme M.’s physician, this psychosis was a pathological demand for sameness and stability
that speaks to the difficulty of absorbing the severe consequences of temporal identity, as Schwartz attests:
[Capgras syndrome] was a disease of chronic exactitude, of double time.
Each of us must admit that we are slightly older, slightly different each
day. . . . The greater the exactitude of feature and character demanded
of people over time, the more likely they will come to resemble “diverse
apparitions of the same individual,” doubles each a little off the original.
Mme M. and Mme H. (another case written up in 1923) could accept
their own timeliness and aging, but not that of their loved ones, whose
features and characters had to be set in what to us must seem unreasonably permanent detail. All other appearances of their loved ones could
only be facsimiles, never the real thing. (75, original emphasis)

Mme M. and Mme H.’s response to aging is unusual not just because of
the failure to recognize changes in loved ones but also because of their consistent acceptance of alterations in their own images. Schwartz’s comments
recall Ricoeur’s elucidation of temporal existence, in which the balance
and incorporation of sameness and difference make continuity of identity
possible. Identity and identification, the continuity of the subject, depend
on “the ordered series of small changes which, taken one by one, threaten
resemblance without destroying it. This is how we see photos of ourselves
at successive ages of our life. As we see, time is here a factor of dissemblance, of divergence, of difference” (Ricoeur, Oneself as Another 117).
But there are episodes in which the differences produced by temporality
overtake the threads of continuity, producing, in the most extreme cases, a
kind of mania, or psychosis.
The double embodies (quite literally) the troubling uncanniness of age,
showing the subject a mortal self that he or she would prefer to deny. In
fact, Freud’s own account of his confrontation with the double, which
he relegates to a footnote, is a narrative of unhappy aging. Banished to
the margins of the essay, Freud’s anecdote involves an unsettling encounter with his disavowed aged self, who appears as an unwelcome “elderly
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gentleman in a dressing-gown” entering his train compartment: “Jumping
up with the intention of putting him right, I at once realized to my dismay
that the intruder was nothing but my own reflection in the looking-glass
on the open door. I can still recollect that I thoroughly disliked his appearance” (“The Uncanny” 371). Old age is an intruder, the unwelcome otherness of self transformed into disdained double. Here recognition, rather
than misrecognition, generates the unhappiness of aging; as the initially
alien image becomes increasingly familiar, the uncanniness of self becomes
undeniable. The familiarity of the “elderly gentleman” prevents Freud
from dismissing old age, from maintaining the protective fantasy of old
age as a stranger who has “taken the wrong direction and come into my
compartment by mistake.” Invasive and unruly, age cannot be contained
or controlled—it can never be “put . . . right,” as Freud would like.
Another aside, this one from Rank’s survey of the double, provides a
compelling companion narrative to Freud’s personal anecdote, shedding
light on the function of gender in subject-image, or subject-double, relations. In a lengthy footnote to his chapter on narcissism and the double,
Rank includes a chilling portrait of the dangerous power of the image for
women in patriarchal culture. Rank relates how, in 1913 London, a lord
was brought before the courts for punishing his “unfaithful sweetheart,”
Miss R., by locking her in “a room whose walls consisted of panes of plate
glass” (73). The “sweetheart” was confined to this glass cell for eight days
in an effort to enforce reflection and introspection, with the ostensible aim
of putting the young woman on the path to self-improvement. Instead,
the imprisoned woman was traumatized by the “horror of the ever-recurrent image of her own face” (73), which she eventually escaped through
destruction, taking her fists to the panes of glass. Rank presents the details
and interprets the motivations of the inmate’s violent abolishment of her
imprisoning image: “fragments were flying around and into her face, but
she paid no heed to them; she kept on smashing, with only the purpose of
no longer seeing the image of which she had conceived such a horror” (73).
The collateral damage done to the woman’s own face and hands speaks to
the difficulty, for women, of safely abolishing the image. The burden of
the ever-present image is inescapable, since to entirely refuse the image is,
effectively, to refuse embodiment and risk destruction.
This footnoted narrative of a terrifyingly oppressive image, along with
Freud’s own anecdotal footnote, functions as a theoretical touchstone for
my own investigation into the gendered function of the double in relation
to aging. While Freud may have found his image disagreeable, his freedom
to disassociate from such an image protects his authoritative subjectivity
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from the risks involved in confronting the double. As a controlling male
narrator, Freud is able to confine his own distastefully mortal image to a
footnote within a larger theoretical work, maintaining his disembodied,
determining position within the main text. Such protection is unavailable
to “Miss R.,” who is instead doubly confined, both by the Lord’s sadistic
room of mirrors, and by Rank’s narration, which maintains her as a marginal figure determined by her image, separated from the more masculine
concerns afforded a place in the main body of the text.

management anD mania
‘‘Powers and ‘‘a kind of Fiction
In fiction and film one finds similar scenes of delayed, and often dismayed,
self-recognition by older characters. Mirrors and windowpanes provide
glimpses of unexpectedly altered faces at odds with the similitude these
characters take for granted. In stories by Munro and Page, confrontations with aged doubles further elaborate the gender concerns raised by
Freud’s and Rank’s anecdotes of problematic reflections. Munro’s story
“Powers,” from her 2004 collection Runaway, charts the protagonist’s
increasing self-estrangement as she ages, an estrangement that results in
a mirror scene much like Freud’s involving misrecognition and unhappy
recognition. The story is divided into five sections, moving from Nancy’s
childhood in a small Ontario town, through her marriage and adulthood,
to her solitary old age. The narration registers a growing estrangement
in its shifting voice: while the opening section is a first-person account of
Nancy’s exuberant youth as recorded in diary entries, the following sections are told in a third-person voice increasingly removed from the earlier
intimacy and energy. In the fourth section, the narrative introduces Nancy
as an archetypal figure of age, opening with general remarks on location,
period, season, and gender: “One late summer day in the early seventies,
a woman was walking around Vancouver” (313). This style of undifferentiation continues for an entire page, the story’s protagonist remaining only
“a woman,” a strange figure determined by her aged body: “She was sixtyseven years old, she was so lean that her hips and bosom had practically
disappeared” (313). Her body is predominantly a signifier of age; the feminine characteristics of bosom and hips are conspicuous by their absence,
drawing attention to this aged figure’s gender.
The narration emphasizes her difference, one accentuated by her historical and geographic situation: “There did not seem to be a person within
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three decades of her age anywhere in sight” (313). The inappropriateness
of her age is confirmed by the reproachful treatment of a boy and girl who
sell her a “tiny scroll of paper” that, according to the boy, “contains wisdom” (313), a comment that undermines sentimental associations between
old age and enlightenment. To the contrary, the young vendors make it
clear that an old woman is in need of wisdom, the wisdom that only youth
can provide.2 Indeed, Nancy’s refusal of their somber tone—she responds
to their efforts at enlightenment with a joke—merely increases their
reproach, causing the pair to “withdr[aw], in profound disdain and weariness” (313). Soon after, Nancy glimpses “an angry-looking, wrinkled-up,
almost teary creature with thin hair” in a store window (314). Nancy’s
disdainful first response to her own reflection echoes Freud’s contemptuous rejection of his “intruding” aged self; but, as with Freud, recognition
eventually creeps into her evaluation of the stranger: “Dry-looking pale
reddish-brown hair. Always go lighter than your own color, the hairdresser
had said. Her own color was dark, dark brown nearly black. No it wasn’t.
Her own color now was white” (314, emphasis added). Aging deeply
unsettles the illusion of stable selfhood as the transience of embodied identity asserts itself. Nancy must correct her own static definitions of selfhood
by modifying her self-description: “Her own color now was white.”
Nancy’s survey of the visual faults of the “teary creature” in the window—“Somebody she didn’t know and wouldn’t want to know”—culminates in a reluctant avowal that, unlike Freud’s self-recognition, depends
on the potential for improvement and correction:
It happens only a few times in your life—at least it’s only a few times
if you’re a woman—that you come upon yourself like this, with no
preparation. . . . But she had never had a jolt like this, a moment during
which she saw not just some old and new trouble spots, or some decline
that could not be ignored any longer, but a complete stranger. . . . She
smoothed out her expression immediately, of course, and there was an
improvement. You could say then that she recognized herself. And she
promptly began to cast around for hope, as if there was not a minute to
lose. She needed to spray her hair so it wouldn’t blow off her face like
that. She needed a more definite shade of lipstick. (314)
2. The dominance of youth culture in the 1970s is at least partly responsible for
the young couple’s smug dismissal of Nancy. But the scene does more than expose
the intolerance of aging in a particular time and place. As I point out, the generalized description of the setting and characters, along with Nancy’s own reaction to her
reflection, suggest a wider notion of old age as foolish and deformed.
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Just as Freud “thoroughly disliked his appearance,” Nancy doesn’t know,
and more importantly “wouldn’t want to know,” this stranger so marked
by “decline.” This moment of uncanny confrontation depicts the transformations of age as not only distasteful, but offensive and desperately in
need of correction. But unlike Freud, whose narrative of uncanny aging
is merely an aside, allowing him to quickly recover from the shock of the
double and return to his academic concern with the topic at hand, Munro’s narrator, Nancy, is preoccupied with this alarming vision of uncanny
selfhood. Freud’s marginal narrative does not greatly affect his authoritative, disembodied narrative voice, and he remains a determining subject. Nancy’s response is quite different. She immediately “cast[s] around
for hope”—the strange double must be improved, made hospitable. The
accoutrements of femininity (hairspray, lipstick, hair dyes) will help to
make aging tolerable, will disguise and dampen the frightening strangeness
of her image. Nancy’s reaction speaks to a gendered tradition of correcting the unruly image; with increased age, the management of the image
requires more labor. Here makeup is clearly what Patricia Mellencamp
calls a tool of “remembrance,” used to conserve and protect the original,
that is, youthful identity (23). A belief in static selfhood, in alteration as
disfigurement, confers on cosmetic masquerade a special power of restoration: “Restoration implies repossessing the original state of things, which
is presumed to be the authentic state for all time. Aging is defined as a
process of dispossession. Restoration is thus equated with rejuvenescence.
If youth is natural, in the sliding economy of age, old age is unnatural
and perhaps by extension even unlawful” (Woodward, Discontents 149).
Nancy obeys the “law” by seeking to correct her disobedient image.
Nancy is not the only character in Munro’s story to age from childhood
to old age. The secondary characters, Tessa and Ollie, also experience the
alterations of time. Nancy is a rambunctious girl living in a small town
who finds herself unexpectedly engaged to the town doctor, Wilf Rubstone. Soon after the engagement Nancy meets Wilf’s cousin, the tubercular Ollie, whose arrogance and loquaciousness set him apart from the
taciturn doctor. In an effort to impress the worldly Ollie, Nancy takes him
to visit Tessa, whose “powers” allow her to predict the contents of Ollie’s
pockets. “Old for her years, dishearteningly straightforward and self-contained” (290), Tessa both unsettles and fascinates Ollie, who eventually
convinces her to leave her home and community to participate in scientific
experiments in the United States. When funding for such research disappears, the pair make a meager living as traveling magicians. Nancy does
not see Tessa again until many years later when she visits her in a private
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hospital. During their brief meeting, Nancy interprets Tessa’s aging as a
kind of intensification that has increased her strength and nobility, creating
an impression of power quite unlike the withered image of Nancy’s own
aged body that appears later in the story:
Tessa wasn’t entirely gray. Her curls were held back in a tight net, showing her forehead unwrinkled, shining, even broader and higher and whiter
than it used to be. Her figure had broadened, too. She had big breasts
that looked as stiff as boulders, sheathed in her white baker’s garb, and
in spite of this burden, in spite of her position at the moment—bent over
a table, rolling out a great flap of dough—her shoulders were square and
stately. (306)

Tessa remains entirely recognizable, though altered. Time has merely exaggerated her powerful aspect. The narrator’s estimation of Tessa’s stately,
resilient physique, her empowerment over time, is set against Nancy’s estimation of her own diminishment; “I’m surprised you knew me,” she tells
Tessa; “I’ve withered quite a bit since olden times” (306). Indeed, it is not
long after that Nancy has trouble recognizing her own reflection in the
Vancouver shop window.
Years later, at the story’s conclusion, Nancy has a dream vision in
which she sees Tessa’s own troubled relationship with her mirror image. In
her vision, Nancy imagines Tessa’s growing unhappiness with a life of performance. Unlike Nancy, who looked to masquerade and performance as
corrections that could provide relief, in Nancy’s vision Tessa is sapped by
illusion. Nancy imagines Tessa looking at her costumed self in the mirror
of a dingy hotel room:
Her skin is rouged now, but dull. Her hair is pinned and sprayed, its
rough curls flattened into a black helmet. Her eyelids are purple and her
eyebrows lifted and blackened. Crow’s wings. The eyelids pressed down
heavily, like punishment, over faded eyes. In fact her whole self seems to
be weighted down by the clothes and the hair and the makeup. (331)

Makeup is no “remembrance” here; far from revealing and restoring the
original, the true self, these cosmetics disfigure. In Nancy’s image of Tessa,
the accoutrements of masquerade are depressing, diminishing her self, her
powers. This vision of a burdened and weakened Tessa speaks to the seeming purity that accompanies her powers. Part of her “power” is a kind of
lucidity and truthfulness, both intellectual and visual: her body is straight-
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forward, truthful and truth-telling. As a result, facades and masquerades
appear as violations that obscure her mystically pure selfhood.
Nancy’s dream offers a vision of resilience, of a fantastic woman for
whom masquerade is unnecessary, a sturdy subject unthreatened by time.
But such resilience is connected to her pathologized powers; in other
words, the consequence of such potency is institutionalization and medical
treatment. Tessa is not unchanged by time, but her alteration is a perversion of cultural scripts of aging in that she is somehow fortified or intensified by age, rather than diluted or damaged. This seeming imperviousness
to scripts of aging and gender is part of Tessa’s eccentricity, which titillates
the more conventional Nancy. For Nancy, Tessa functions as a vision of
age without dispossession, one without the need of management and correction. As such, Tessa becomes a fantastical double, one Nancy finds both
marvelous and strange. Tessa is the story’s overtly uncanny character, her
apparent telekinetic abilities and her unconventional aging setting her apart
from the more ordinary Nancy. But much like the mysterious and afflicted
Fiona in “The Bear Came Over the Mountain,” Tessa’s opacity provokes
the “normal,” that is, nonpathological, protagonist’s own awakening to
uncanny selfhood. Tessa fails to be the story’s reliable repository of otherness. Nancy eventually witnesses her own otherness in the uncanny double
of her reflection, encountering what Richard Kearney calls the “ultimate
stranger of strangers . . . the shadow of our own finitude” (Strangers 76).
But as Nancy discovers, the aging stranger “she wouldn’t want to know”
cannot remain estranged for long; familiarity inevitably intrudes and the
“complete stranger” (Runaway 314) is revealed as an uncanny double, the
unbidden sign of her own uncanny temporality.
The shock and dismay of the double proves at least somewhat surmountable in Nancy’s case. With the labor of adjustment and revision the
initial threat posed by the altered, delinquent image can be neutralized.
Like Freud, Nancy can endure an awareness of uncanny selfhood, though
her endurance, unlike Freud’s, depends on the prospect of correction. In
both cases, initially shocking, then dismaying, the dawning awareness of
dissembling selfhood troubles subjectivity without obliterating it. However, contemporary fiction and film often depict encounters with strange,
temporal selves which produce a devastating shock that traumatizes the
disavowing subject. P. K. Page’s short story “A Kind of Fiction” rehearses
such a process of debilitation as its protagonist, Veronika, gradually realizes that a frail old woman who evokes a startlingly intense empathy is,
in fact, Veronika herself. In Page’s story the lines between author and
creation, young and old, self and other, blur to create an uncanny fluid-
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ity between entities. Veronika and a vulnerable old woman who falls at
the story’s start, and later shuffles from place to place with the help of
a cane, function as multiple aspects of a self fractured by time. The old
woman is a kind of ghost, always vanishing before Veronika can approach
her. In a telling moment, Veronika attempts to talk to the woman, but the
woman fails to respond: “Veronika wanted to speak to her, but as before
the old woman didn’t seem to see her, seemed in fact to give her powers of invisibility. Powers she didn’t necessarily want” (10). The dubious
powers of old age render Veronika imperceptible while this haunting old
body remains visible. Unlike Munro’s story, which raises the possibility of
increased strength (Tessa’s body) and ability (Nancy’s visionary insight)
with age, in “A Kind of Fiction” old age exerts a power over the protagonist, one that divides and diminishes her. For Veronika, the old woman
is a corporeal specter, one that cannot converge with her own “unaged,”
that is, her not-yet-old, subjectivity. In other words, “A Kind of Fiction”
reveals old age as entirely corporeal; old age is a frail, falling body, a disavowed body.
To preserve her subjectivity, Veronika cannot incorporate, or even recognize, her aged status. Indeed, the story’s final revelation—that the old
woman is in fact herself, her double—provokes a devastation very different
from the irritation experienced by Freud in response to the “elderly gentleman.” Veronika becomes distraught by the realization that she and the old
woman share the same children and husband, a recognition that forces her
to relive the losses and abandonments of these beloveds over time: “Veronika wept unashamedly as she walked, burdened by grief. . . . Veronika felt
suddenly weak, barely able to walk, and her head was flooded with them
all” (14). The revelation that the old woman’s strangeness is in fact her
own brings her to the brink of collapse: “She was dizzy and almost falling,
her face wet from weeping” (14). Her uncanny knowledge of the pains
and losses of the old woman’s life move the protagonist closer and closer
to a disorienting recognition, which finally comes at the story’s close: “But
the old woman—the old woman had been nameless. Veronika felt so weak
she had to lean against a railing for support. She wondered if she were ill,
gravely ill. Then suddenly as if struck by lightning, she knew the old woman’s name. It was Veronika. Veronika Sylvia Ormond. Her own” (14). To
recognize her own aging is to recognize her own otherness. For Veronika,
the revelation of uncanny identity (she is the double and herself, both the
old stranger and Veronika, both altered and the same) provokes a crisis,
since incorporating the older double means accepting frailty, diminishment, an aberrant corporeality into her subjectivity.
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aging, genDer, cinema
Throughout this book I have been treating uncanny aging as a human
problem, but as these various examples demonstrate, age inevitably interacts with other categories of difference to produce divergent experiences
of uncanny identity. Certainly women and men in the western world have
different experiences of aging and old age.3 Freud’s own brief reference to
an uncanny sex, to women’s bodies as both familiar and strange, assumes
a pre-existing female uncanniness that has implications for the uncanny
insights provoked by aging. As Freud explains, female genitals constitute
an “unheimlich place . . . the entrance to the former Heim [home] of all
human beings, to the place where each one of us lived once upon a time
and in the beginning” (“The Uncanny” 368). Such remarks buttress Jane
Marie Todd’s claim that in Freud’s essay uncanniness is repeatedly gendered, concluding that, for Freud, “it is women who are unheimlich”
(527). Such an interpretation of the female body is consistent with Freud’s
treatment of woman as inherently perverse. As Elisabeth Bronfen explains,
according to Freud, “[w]oman functions as a privileged trope for the
uncanniness of unity and loss, of independent identity and self-dissolution, of the pleasure of the body and its decay” (56). Freud’s association
of “woman” with uncanniness, and, as Bronfen points out, with death,
places an exceptional burden on older women. The female body, already a
sign of loss, according to psychoanalysis, becomes doubly afflicted in old
age, making older women into prominent, even alarming, symbols of damage, both for others and for themselves. Working in a similar vein, feminist
film critic E. Ann Kaplan claims that western culture produces aging as
trauma for women, the result of “being in time and unable to get out of
it” (“Trauma and Aging” 173). According to Kaplan, the trauma of aging
arises from a confrontation with the inevitability of death, a confrontation
that affects all humans but poses particular difficulties for women. Using
Kristeva’s theory of the abject, Kaplan explains that patriarchal culture
dismisses old women because they “are what we have to push away from
both the social body and even the individual body in order for that body
3. Popular culture provides endless instruction on the very different meaning of
“aging” for men and women. Women’s magazines, print and television advertising, film
and television programming all dictate temporality as more relevant to women, who
are constantly urged to resist and deny aging. For more detailed investigations into the
mechanics and ramifications of gendered aging, see, for example, Woodward’s Figuring Age: Women, Bodies, Generations, and Chivers’s Old Woman to Older Women:
Contemporary Culture and Women’s Narratives.
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to remain clean, whole, pure” (188). The intensity of the attention popular
culture pays to female physicality produces problems for aging women, for
whom the recognition of uncanny selfhood may indeed be so shocking as
to jeopardize subjectivity. Fiction and film depict how the gendered strain
of strangeness, the trauma of temporality, can fracture the female subject.
As in “A Kind of Fiction,” the disintegration of boundaries between
the non-old, familiar self and the aged stranger can enact a kind of trauma
that leads to psychological breakdown, a disintegration of self literalized
in Veronika’s dizzied near-collapse. For many female characters in literature and film, divergence from a young image is a radical divergence from
self, a loss of “correct” form that scrambles subjectivity. In contrast to the
imperviousness of Mme M. and Mme H. to their own aging, their projection of temporal difference onto others, female characters in contemporary
narratives often prove unable to deny their own otherness. For these characters, there can be no Ricoeurian balance between change and continuity. “The ordered series of small changes” enacted by time are refused;
no “threat to resemblance” can be tolerated, and as a result, the inevitable return of disavowed mutability is devastating, producing a kind of
mania of dissemblance. Theories of gender and image supplied by feminist
film theory can assist one in understanding the significant threat posed by
temporal dissemblance. A fundamental problem posed by the gendered
cinematic image, for both performers and spectators, concerns proximity
and identification. The long-standing association of woman with corporeality manifests itself in the iconic function of women in film. Narrative
film at once exploits and reproduces a “claustrophobic closeness” between
female subjects and images (Doane 24). In films such as Requiem for a
Dream and Opening Night, viewers witness the prolonged disintegration
of aging female characters who gradually succumb to mania in response to
their confrontations with distressing difference. In both cases, the women
experience a splitting of subjectivity that produces haunting doubles. But
such divisions cannot be maintained, and the characters must submit to
the disquieting knowledge that the double is indeed an aspect of uncanny
selfhood.
Before turning to a detailed discussion of the gendered image, I must
attend to the uncanniness of film itself. The visuality of film provides ample
opportunities for exploring the consequences of the oppressiveness of the
image and confounding doubling for aging women because, as Friedrich
Kittler observes, film is itself a manifestation of doubles.4 As a medium of
4. Kittler declares, “In order to catch sight of Doubles, people need no longer be
either educated or drunk. Even illiterates, or especially they, see the student of Prague,
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images, of uncannily spectral doubles, film is the medium par excellence
for staging encounters with multiple selves. Cinema shares such a doubling effect with the photograph, which has a “dual identity as an icon,
a bearer of resemblance, and as an index, a trace left by a past event”
(Gunning 42). In his treatment of turn-of-century trick photography, Tom
Gunning further explains that early photography itself “was experienced
as an uncanny phenomenon, one which seemed to undermine the unique
identity of objects and people, endlessly reproducing the appearances of
objects, creating a parallel world of phantasmatic doubles alongside the
concrete world of the senses verified by positivism” (42–43). Royle transfers such eerie powers of re-creation to cinema, declaring that “film is in
its essence a world of doubles” (78). In its ability to make the past present,
the cinema shares the photograph’s uncanniness; as an “emanation of the
referent” the photograph’s liminality—referring at once to the past and
the present—can enact a transformation of “subject into object” (Barthes,
Camera 13). As a result, gazing at one’s photographic image can produce a
kind of vertigo,5 “a faint uneasiness” (13), as one witnesses “the advent of
myself as other: the cunning dissociation of consciousness from identity”
(12). The photograph introduces us to our own difference.
Cinema alters the dynamic of the photograph by drawing our attention to temporality while at the same time satisfying our desire for stability in its presentation of images and events unfolding over time, but
always in the same way. In its very medium film is both moving and static,
a kind of archive in motion: the action is the result of thousands of tiny
photographs skimming across a beam of light,6 but these photographs are
arranged in an unchanging sequence and the course of events is invariably
the same. As a result, the action of film is ever moving, and yet always
the same, unalterable. In this way film is somewhere between the absolute
his lover and his mistress—all Rank’s ‘shadowy, fleeting scenes,’ which as such are
already Doubles—as celluloid ghosts of the actors’ bodies” (96).
5. In Hitchcock’s film of the same name, “vertigo” is clearly linked to doubleness
and death. The film’s protagonist, Scottie, suffers from a debilitating vertigo that is
apparently the result of a close encounter with mortality, one that leads to his partner’s
death. The prospect of his own death, one that has claimed his “double” instead, produces a pathological uneasiness, as expressed in the film’s nightmare sequences, which
represent Scottie’s twisted psyche in surrealistic spirals and vivid colors. Of course the
film’s central mystery concerns the doubling of Madeleine/Judy (both played by Kim
Novak), but it is Scottie’s initial confrontation with his own otherness, his glimpse of
his future status as corpse, that triggers the vertigo that the villain cunningly exploits
with his manufactured double.
6. Digital technology alters the mechanics of film, which in turn alters its metaphorical resonance for aging.
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fixity of a photograph and the constant change of a mirrored reflection.
This status as both fixed and moving makes cinema particularly suited to
the study of aging. Cinema is a dead fragment of the past like the photograph, yet capable of movement like the reflection, and this animation of
the image leads us into a liminal space, lulls us into believing in its vitality,
the reversal of photography’s “disincarna[tion]” (Barthes, Camera 105).
But because such vitality is so highly circumscribed, the actual bodies of
actors are often strangely transformed over time when set against the preserved, yet animate, filmic image.
The rift between cinematic constancy and mortal transience that makes
actors’ actual bodies seem like imposters contradicting filmic truth can
prove especially devastating for women. Cinema manifests the oppressive
burden of the image for women that can make the unavoidable changes
of age so debilitating (to both careers and psyches). The self-consciously
aging “star”7 protagonists of films such as Sunset Boulevard and All About
Eve find themselves “marked by time twice over: as aging women they
are marked as outside desire, and as aging stars, as image, they are both
frozen and transitory” (Brooks 233). Feminist film criticism addresses the
problem posed by cinematic visuality for women within patriarchal culture. According to Laura Mulvey, the dehumanizing condition of “woman
as body” is largely inescapable in narrative films, which rely on women
connoting “to-be-looked-at-ness” for the endowment of audience pleasure
(33). In her groundbreaking article on gendered visual pleasure, Mulvey
explains how narrative film typically codes men as active agents furthering
7. The public response to the film “star” exposes a desire to maintain the limited
temporality of cinema. As Richard Dyer explains, “Stars not only bespeak our society’s
investment in the private as the real, but also often tell us how the private is understood to be the recovery of the natural ‘given’ of human life, our bodies” (13). But,
of course, stars cannot be too “real” or they lose their iconic status. The collapse of
the public and private in the “star” creates an untenable position: the figure must be
at once mythic and human, celluloid and corporeal, timeless and mortal. It is notable
that Dyer’s analysis of the significance of “heavenly bodies” singles out three for attention: Marilyn Monroe, Paul Robeson, and Judy Garland. In each case study the star is
investigated as a sign of difference, of gender, ethnicity, and sexuality, respectively. The
untenable “star” position is perhaps most damaging for women, predisposed as they
are to visual overdetermination. In narrative cinema, the persistent coding of women
as empty signifiers, as fetishistic objects of desire, is a serious impediment to female
performers, since their temporality puts them at odds with the iconic image required of
the “star.” As a result, female film actors often speak of careers impaired by age, their
faces and bodies perceived as increasingly unsuitable for public consumption over time.
See, for example, the personal narratives supplied by numerous actresses over the age
of forty in the film Searching for Debra Winger.
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the narrative, while women remain passive objects of the gaze that arrest
narrative action. Though Mulvey’s polemical text has been criticized for
its rigid, psychoanalytic categorization of gendered spectators and images,
the basic problem of female objectification and fetishization, of “Woman
as Image, Man as Bearer of the Look” (Mulvey 33), remains central to
discussions of women and film. These very gendered politics of the image
are undeniable; despite shifting representational strategies and the variable
meanings afforded “woman,” based on the interaction of difference, narrative films, particularly Hollywood films, continue to engage female bodies primarily as sites for visual pleasure.
In her article on women and the masquerade in film, Mary Ann Doane
draws on Joan Riviere’s work to elaborate the problematic cultural association between women and bodies, a process of reduction that inhibits
female spectators from obtaining adequate distance from the cinematic
image. Drawing on Freud’s use of the hieroglyphic as a metaphor for femininity, Doane interrogates the simultaneous overpresence and absence of
“woman” in film: “the hieroglyphic is the most readable of languages. Its
immediacy, its accessibility are functions of its status as a pictorial language, a writing in images. For the image is theorized in terms of a certain
closeness, the lack of a distance or gap between sign and referent” (18).
This problematic proximity, this “overpresence of the image,” that makes
women in film at once mysterious and intrinsically legible, leads to a
degree of gendered uncanniness in narrative film. Cinema makes “woman”
as image particularly uncanny—familiar, yet enigmatic—just as images of
women exaggerate the underlying uncanniness of cinema. The proliferation of uncanny potentials—uncanny visual reproduction, uncanny gender, uncanny temporality—produces a highly volatile situation for older
women contemplating their own cinematic and photographic images.

menacing traceS
Specters of youth in
requiem for a Dream and Opening night
The film Requiem for a Dream, directed by Darren Aronofsky, capitalizes on this volatility in its depiction of the disorienting “that-has-been”ness of the photograph (Barthes, Camera 77), aggravated by the gendered
burdens of aging. Consisting of three interrelated narratives, Requiem for
a Dream follows four characters who suffer calamity as a result of addiction. While the young characters, Harry, Marion, and Tyrone, succumb
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to heroin addiction in their attempts to make a fortune dealing narcotics,
Harry’s lonely mother, Sara Goldfarb, falls victim to the prescription diet
pills she ingests in an attempt to recapture the lost body of her youth,
figured, significantly, in an old photograph of a younger, thinner Sara in a
vibrant red dress. In Aronofsky’s cinematic treatment, Sara’s confrontation
with her own alterity via the vertiginous past-ness of the photographed
self initiates a struggle against change, a denial of the difference of self that
dismantles her subjectivity. Eventually, Sara’s efforts to banish the disobedient double, that is, her own reflected body, and to restore her youthful,
photographed self, through medication and severe dieting, produce a psychological crisis that necessitates institutionalization, and finally electroconvulsive therapy.
Sara Goldfarb’s loss of agency as pathological inmate is the culmination of her lonely existence as “cultural refuse” (Brooks 233), her only
company an aggressively patronizing television self-help guru, and the
similarly discarded older female tenants of Sara’s apartment building.
Aronofsky depicts this gaggle of old women in a caricature of “biddyness”; sunbathing in their folding chairs outside the apartment building,
they cluck and coo at the arrival of a letter announcing the possibility that
Sara will be invited to appear on the self-help television show. The women
appear as an undifferentiated mass, determined only by their age and gender; their excitement at the form letter speaks to both their naïveté and
their desperation. The news is regarded as a chance for Sara to reclaim
the coveted position of desired object, and there is general agreement that
her body must be adjusted, her aging corrected to properly fulfill the role.
The photograph of Sara is an artifact, evidence of a young, vital, attractive
past self that accentuates the loneliness and bodily transformation that
have come with time.8 The red dress worn in the photograph becomes a
fetish, coming to represent the elusive happiness of the past, the glory of
a pre-aged self. The photograph, and by extension, the red dress, divide
Sara: the photograph’s haunting reminder of the self that “has been” is set
against the distressing image reflected in mirrors. Sara’s obsessive desire
to wear the red dress is a desire to undo time, to return to the past, an
impossible desire that the prescribed weight-loss amphetamines are meant
to enable. In the end, the strain of refusing the mirror image in favor of the
photographic one is debilitating. In her efforts to reverse the photo’s oth8. In the photograph, Sara is flanked by her son, Harry, and a man one can
assume to be her husband. In the present, Sara lives alone, abandoned by such male
company.
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Figure 1
Sara’s exaggerated make-up and hair color create a parody of youthful
attractiveness. (Still taken from Requiem for a Dream provided through
the courtesy of Lionsgate)

ering, that is, to make the reflection her double, and the photograph her
authentic self, Sara suffers delusional anxiety and psychotic breakdown.
The film emphasizes the hopelessness of Sara’s efforts to recapture
lost youth in its depiction of a delusional Sara primping in front of the
mirror, her hair dyed a clownish orange, bright red lipstick smeared on
and around her lips, her eyelids painted with garish blue eyeshadow and
thick layers of mascara (see figure 1). In adopting grotesquely exaggerated
makeup and hair color in order to perform the self she wishes to reclaim,
Sara instead becomes a parody of youthful attractiveness. Finally able to
fit into the red dress, Sara has already succumbed to the mania of dissemblance; her application of clownish makeup recalls Bette Davis’s perverse
masquerade of youthfulness in Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? Sara’s
performance in front of the mirror betrays the perverse “success” of her
transformation: her psychosis has permitted the cohabitation of past and
present, allowing the photographic and reflective selves to merge. Such
convergence comes at a price—Sara is removed from the spectator’s reality,
inhabiting the place of pathological victim, entirely strange. In her refusal
of the uncanniness of temporal subjectivity, that is, of aging, of change,
Sara moves into the space of absolute otherness, becoming an alien figure,
a caricature of insanity.
Sara’s efforts to regain youth stem from a desire to “appropriately”
fashion herself for the spectatorial gaze. She has, of course, been trying to
lose weight with the hope of appearing on a television show, the impossibility of an older woman occupying the role of feminine object lending
a futility to her struggle. The character of Sara in Requiem for a Dream
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Figure 2
The abjection of old age: Sara’s desire for a youthful body via diet pills
leads to institutionalization. (Still from Requiem for a Dream provided
through the courtesy of Lionsgate)

can only be an object of pity or disgust, and the place of the erotic object
is occupied by the younger characters, particularly Marion, whose young,
naked body is repeatedly fetishized in static shots and close-ups. Requiem
for a Dream relies on the abjection of gendered old age for much of its
drama, including scenes of psychosis, nightmarish hospital wards, and a
grisly ECT episode (see figure 2). The film charts a path between aging
and insanity that suggests a direct correlation between the two; plagued
by the taunting image of a past self, Sara makes every effort to banish
the perverse, aged self that greets her in the mirror. Requiem for a Dream
shows an awareness of the marginalization of older women as abject, but
exploits the pathos of this abjection, depicting Sara as a pitiable victim
at the mercy of the weapons of patriarchal culture: pharmaceuticals and
television, medical professionals and institutions. Yet despite Sara’s apparent victimization, the film implicitly holds her responsible for her own
downfall, since her own simplicity allows the various oppressive forces to
be so destructively effective. Not long after the delusions have begun, she
explains to Harry that the prospect of appearing as an object of beauty on
television gives her a reason to get up in the morning: “What have I got,
Harry? Why should I even make the bed or wash the dishes? I do them.
But why should I? I’m alone. Your father’s gone, you’re gone. I got no one
to care for. What have I got, Harry? I’m lonely. I’m old. . . . I like thinking
about the red dress and the television and you and your father. Now when
I get the sun I smile.” Sara is largely a victim in Aronofsky’s film, of doctors, of age, but primarily of her own desire for youth.
Filmmakers have often capitalized on the exaggerated uncanniness of
older women in scenes of terror and horror. Films such as Rosemary’s Baby
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and Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? depend on the abjection of older
women, their consignment to the realm of the “monstrous feminine,” Barbara Creed’s term for “what it is about woman that is shocking, terrifying,
horrific, abject” (1). “Monstrous feminine” figures include, among others,
the witch, “invariably represented as an old, ugly crone who is capable of
monstrous acts” (2). If in psychoanalytic terms older women are doubly
uncanny, the uncanniness of cinema further intensifies this alterity, making aging film actresses triply “afflicted.” As a result, films about aging
actresses provide a surfeit of uncanny interactions as characters confront
the consequences of a career, indeed an identity, based on a static image.
John Cassavetes’ Opening Night confronts the traumatic consequences
of such manifold uncanniness in its portrayal of an actress suffering the
effects of a career as a public image, depicting in bleak terms the difficulty created by her conflicted status as at once iconic and temporal. The
film both critiques and exploits the repercussions of a culture that transforms temporal subjects into static symbols. Opening Night’s self-reflexive
attention to the demands and risks of performance dramatizes the many
difficulties confronting an aging actress, in particular, the splitting of self
between lost, glorious youth and diminished, degraded old age. Myrtle
(played by Gena Rowlands) is preparing to star in the play The Second
Woman, which concerns a character, Virginia, entering the dreary “second” phase of life, the difficult transition from erotic object to cultural
refuse.9 Myrtle resists the despair and degradation the role of Virginia
demands, sparking an ongoing debate between herself and the play’s sixty9. Though the film does not provide a complete sense of the play’s narrative, it
clearly involves Virginia’s morose contemplation of her life, past and present. Virginia
visits her ex-husband, who has remarried and now has several children, a visit that
precipitates various conflicts, between her previous husband and his new family as
well as between Virginia and her current husband, Marty. Early on in Opening Night
viewers witness the rehearsal of a scene between Virginia and Marty that foregrounds
the differences, and conflict, between the “first” and “second” women, that is, between
women young and old, as Marty discusses his career as a photographer. “Did you see
my kid?” Marty asks Virginia. “Ain’t she beautiful? . . . I’m giving up older people,”
Marty tells her; “You can’t photograph them without their clothes on.” Nonetheless,
he goes on to explain the benefits of old age: “You know why I love older people?
Because they know everything. But they don’t show that they know everything. I can
stand here and I can look at this woman, this old lady [pointing to large portrait], and
I can count every wrinkle on her face. And for every wrinkle there’s a pain, and for
every pain there’s a year, and for every year there’s, there’s a person, there’s a death,
there’s a history, and there’s a kindness. Now you look at this kid over here, she’s not
kind.” Marty confirms the body-subject division between young and old: the young
woman is an erotic spectacle, but cruel, the old woman a historic site, wise and kind,
but asexual.
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five-year-old author, Sarah Goode. Rehearsing a scene in which Virginia is
slapped by her husband, Marty, Myrtle refuses to tolerate the violence the
script demands, responding to the attempted slap with screams, laughter,
and by striking back at Maurice (the actor playing Marty). From the stage,
Myrtle voices her discomfort with the role, and Sarah explains Virginia’s
sad motivations: “This woman you’re playing is as helpless as you are,
and as helpless as I am,” she tells Myrtle. “She has no weapons. She wants
to fall in love, but her time has passed. It’s too late, it’s as simple as that.
You understand that part of it, don’t you?” But Myrtle repeatedly resists
the hopelessness the play associates with aging. Her resistance becomes a
larger refusal of aging and change; when Sarah attempts to position Myrtle
herself as a “second woman” by repeatedly inquiring about her actual age,
Myrtle evades the question through silence and diversion. But Myrtle’s
resistance to the role of Virginia, and by extension, to aging itself, has serious personal ramifications as the increasing external pressure to confront
her own temporality strains her subjectivity to the point of fracture, signaled by the appearance of increasingly menacing visions of a familiar, but
lost, youthful self.
It is notable that critical treatments of Opening Night often banish aging to the periphery of the discussion (King, Carney, Berliner). For
example, Homay King dismisses aging in the film as “a metaphor for a
shutting down of affective mortality” (110). Such a critical marginalization of aging threatens to duplicate the very dismissal that Myrtle fears
as an aging woman and as an actress. King implies that aging naturally
involves lessening, a “shutting down.” But such narrowing of potential and
possibilities is not merely an effect of aging itself, and King overlooks the
oppressive cultural forces that threaten Myrtle’s selfhood by restricting her
to static symbols. Some critics do attend to the film’s central preoccupation
with aging. In her analysis of the film, for example, Jodi Brooks speaks
to the enforcement of loss that confounds Myrtle: “In a state of shock,
Myrtle tries to find a way of locating herself in relation to discourses of
desire. . . . Her dilemma, then, is to find a way of producing an image of
women and aging in which she can locate herself—and which doesn’t send
the middle-aged woman to the wings” (238). Far more than metaphorical,
aging has serious repercussions that throw Myrtle into crisis, as her own
temporal identity comes into conflict with the static images provided by
her profession.
In its self-conscious attention to the plight of the aging female star,
Opening Night dramatizes the clash between stasis and change aggravated
by cinema. Cinema purports to incorporate temporality in its rapid pro-
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jection of static images. But the falseness of filmic vitality is exposed in
Opening Night’s opening collage, which draws attention to the photographic still at the heart of the cinema. Immediately following a brief scene
of the “real” Myrtle taking a quick drink and smoke before her entrance
onstage, Opening Night shows cutout stills of Myrtle-the-actress onstage
before a darkened audience. We hear the appreciative audience, but see
only stasis and artifice. Myrtle’s voice-over narration speaks to the alienation of aging, which aggravates the division between icon and subject:
“When I was 17 I could do anything. It was so easy. My emotions were
so close to the surface. I’m finding it harder and harder to stay in touch.”
These introductory images of dramatic artifice establish a conflict between
intense, authentic youth and alienated age that becomes increasingly acute
as the film continues.
Soon after the scene of still images ends, Myrtle comes face to face with
the emotional intensity of youth that the voice-over narration mourned.
After a preview production of The Second Woman in New Haven, Connecticut, Myrtle is engulfed in a throng of young female fans as she exits
the theatre. One girl in particular draws her attention, a young blonde
woman whose adoration reaches an ecstatic pitch. In her near-delirious
attestation of love for Myrtle, she wraps her arms around the actress’s
neck, and Myrtle asks the girl’s name and age, discovering that she is a
seventeen-year-old named Nancy. During this exchange, the medium closeup shows Myrtle and Nancy in close profile, their faces mere inches from
one another. They appear as twins, both wearing dark clothes that accentuate their white-blonde hair. Ushered into a waiting car, Myrtle and the
play’s cast and crew watch as Nancy presses herself to the car window in
the rain, the tightening frame reducing her to a wet blur. As their car drives
away the young woman’s delirious devotion results in a fatal accident; she
is so transfixed that she moves into the path of an oncoming car.
Not long after, the deceased young fan begins to appear to Myrtle, initially as a comforting embodiment of the young, vital self she has lost,
the seventeen-year-old who “could do anything,” whose “emotions were
so close to the surface.” But the consolation of the double soon turns to
threat as Myrtle’s visions of Nancy become increasingly sinister, even violent. In a disturbing scene of apparent self-flagellation, Myrtle suffers the
outrage of her spectral double, her head bashed repeatedly into a doorframe. However, unlike the previous episodes involving the return of the
young fan in which Nancy is visible to both Myrtle and the spectator, here
she remains invisible and Myrtle appears as both victim and perpetrator, smashing her own face against the doorjamb. The horror of Myrtle’s
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situation is fully apparent: whether haunted or delusional, she is the aging
victim of lost youth, punished for her temporal condition on a variety of
fronts. Myrtle is at risk at every level of Opening Night’s multiple realities:
offstage, Myrtle is plagued by the ambitious, aggressive specter of youth;
onstage, her playwright and director insist that she “act” her age, enforcing age as defeat.10 It is notable that the double’s violence coincides with
Myrtle’s implicit submission to the discouraging premise of Sarah’s play.
The abuse occurs not long after Sarah takes Myrtle to a spiritualist to confront the dangerous ghost, and Myrtle adopts the play’s thesis to explain
her predicament: “The play we’re doing now is about the gradual lessening of my power as a woman as I mature. At some point in life youth dies
and the second woman in us takes over. I believe that Nancy is the first
woman in my own life.” “The Second Woman,” both the specter and the
play, takes Myrtle hostage, forcing her to submit to the cultural construction of aging as disintegration and deformation.
In the end, Myrtle must destroy the threatening image of youth that
haunts her, beating the phantom to the ground with her fists in order to
escape (see figure 3). This obliquely self-destructive violence, the annihilation of a representation, recalls the imprisoned victim of the vengeful lord
in Rank’s narrative. For both these women, such self-destruction is a means
to liberation, albeit a dubious one since their “emancipation” requires sacrifice: the young woman of Rank’s narrative is wounded by broken glass,
while Myrtle is propelled into a perilous drinking binge that leaves her
delirious, barely able to stand or speak. She takes the stage nonetheless,
producing her own version of the play by improvising its final scene. In
the film’s final act Myrtle appears to re-emerge from the nadir, scarred, but
triumphant. Her manipulation of the play is a resounding success. After
she destroys her double, Myrtle “kills” Virginia, replacing the fading and
hopeless character Sarah has written with an alternate of her own making that acknowledges the absurdity of uncanny identity and transforms
melodrama into comedy. In effect, Myrtle develops a subject position that
incorporates difference without slipping into complete alienation. In the
end it is an acceptance of uncanniness and absurdity, of the multiplicity
of identity, that protects Myrtle from further disaster. Her improvisation
of the play’s final scene directly addresses the alterity of selfhood through
parodic exaggeration that undermines the script’s gendered angst. Myrtle’s
10. There is yet another metatextual level of victimization if one considers the risks
(both personal and professional) posed to Gena Rowlands in performing Myrtle/Virginia. As Myrtle, Rowlands performs the very age-related psychological crisis that her
character resists for its hopelessness and potential impact on her career as an actress.
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Figure 3
Myrtle beats her double, the threatening image of youth that haunts her. (Still from Opening Night, courtesy of Westchester Films)

performance employs comedy as resistance according to models offered by
Kathleen Rowe, who investigates the “unruly woman,” as “an ambivalent
figure of female outrageousness and transgression with roots in the narrative forms of comedy and the social practices of carnival” (10).11 Myrtle’s
substitution of parody for scripted suffering enacts such a resistance; by
self-consciously addressing the difficulties and pains of aging that defeat
Virginia, Myrtle is able to temper their effect.
This is not the first time Myrtle has altered the script during the performance, but in the past her costars have resisted her changes, making every
effort to steer the dialogue back to the script. During the opening night
performance, however, Myrtle’s costar (and former lover), Maurice, who
plays Virginia’s current husband, Marty, responds to Myrtle’s changes in
the spirit of the improvisation, complementing Myrtle’s comedic treatment
of the baffling uncanniness of identity. Their absurd conversation exposes
the daunting multiplicity produced by temporality, and by performance.
“Well I am not me. I used to be me. I’m not me anymore,” Maurice/Marty
tells Myrtle/Virginia, explaining further: “We are absolutely different people than we were. When I look at my face in the mirror when I’m shaving
in the morning, you know what I see? I can see it then in my face. It’s hard
11. Rowe explicitly connects the unruly woman with age and other “excesses”:
“The unruly woman . . . often makes a spectacle of herself with her fatness, pregnancy,
age, or loose behavior” (33). Indeed Rowe opens her book with reference to Bakhtin’s
treatment of a sculpture of “senile, pregnant hags” (2), an image that encapsulates the
transgressive unruliness of conflating life stages.
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to cover it up. There’s something deeply cynical about my face. It’s hard to
cover it up.” Marty smirks as he repeats these final lines with parodic vigor
and volume, and the audience responds with hearty laughter. “My heart
pounds. My stomach is empty and I feel like screaming. I am restless with
this pose,” he says. “Well I’m not me,” Myrtle/Virginia drawls, her tone
one of exaggerated nonchalance. “And I know that I am someone else,”
Maurice/Marty replies. Myrtle/Virginia concludes by offering a dispassionate account of their replacement, treating the newness of the “aged” self as
a perverse joke: “It’s definite then. We’ve been invaded. There’s someone
posing here as us.” Delivered with parodically exaggerated stage movements and smiling glances at the audience, these lines dissolve multiple
boundaries of identity and reality, breaking divisions between old and
young, actor and role, performance and reality.
By admitting the uncanny double into the territory of the self, Myrtle
resists the traumatic fracture that culture demands, that is, the splitting
of self into lost youth and mournful old age. By concluding the play with
self-conscious comedy about aging and the “stranger within,” Myrtle and
Maurice are able to maintain a liminality that the division of Virginia into
“first” and “second” women refused. Rowe claims that “[a]ll narrative
forms contain the potential to represent transformation and change, but
it is the genres of laughter that most fully employ the motifs of liminality”
(8). In the improvisation of The Second Woman, laughter opens a space
for contradiction and difference without resolution. Within the liminal
space between age and youth, performance and reality, Myrtle/Virginia
exposes the absurdity of these divisions, attesting to the uncanniness of
identity in a parodic deadpan delivery that undermines the melodramatic
violence and despair of both The Second Woman, and Opening Night
itself. Myrtle’s improvisation (and by extension, Gena Rowlands’, since
the scene itself was apparently the result of improvisation between Rowlands and her coactor, Cassavetes, who played Maurice/Marty) develops
parodic comedy as a way out of the dreary scripts of aging, replacing the
pathos of Virginia’s victimization with absurd dialogue, the humiliating
slap with subversive slapstick.
It is no coincidence that Myrtle’s final triumph occurs onstage. The
final performance of The Second Woman allows for a circumscribed spontaneity, an exhibition of one-way temporality within the larger frame of
endlessly repeatable cinematic representation. In other words, the success
of Myrtle’s improvisation depends upon the film audience’s belief in the
play’s demonstration of human time, that is, linear, one-way time that
precludes second takes. The play-within-the-film conceit draws further
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attention to the central friction between stasis and change in Opening
Night. It is only on stage that the liminality produced by aging can be
confronted. At once honest and artificial, improvised and planned, fleeting and preserved, the filmed play draws attention to the problematic rift
between human and cinematic temporality.
The revised Second Woman concludes with a strange, shared trick in
which Myrtle/Virginia and Maurice/Marty reach to touch foot-to-foot as
they pass one another, a bizarre, comedic action that allows for equal participation (see figure 4). This final physical gag symbolizes the potentials of
the new model of relations the actors have created. The curtains falls on
their gag, producing an unresolved conclusion, a cohabitation of opposites
and contradiction that the original Second Woman could not abide. Much
like the final nonsensical scene in Munro’s “Spelling,” the tolerance of
absurdity and a certain degree of incomprehensibility (if only momentarily)
defuses the threat of the uncanny. Rather than reading the strangeness of
self as a consequence of the many tragic losses of aging, as does Sarah’s
script, Myrtle and Maurice’s comedic revisions interpret the strangeness of
self as a bizarre newness, as multiplication rather than mere disintegration.
No longer simply menacing, the double produced by aging is ridiculous,
bizarre, even preposterous, but always part of the subject. Furthermore,
the circumstances of the scene’s development add a metatextual, liberatory potential, allowing the actors themselves (Rowlands and Cassavetes)
to become active participants. This final, apparently improvised scene,12
performed for a live audience of voluntary extras, frees actress Gena Rowlands from the often destructive demands of both the diegetic scripting of
Myrtle as Virginia by Sarah, and the arguably even more harrowing scripting of Rowlands as Myrtle by the writer-director, Cassavetes. The film’s
concluding improvisational comedy trades the earlier scenes of violence
(the rehearsal of the slap, the bashing of Myrtle’s head against the doorframe, the striking of the haunting double, Nancy) for a scene of parody
and laughter that facilitates simultaneous tolerance and resistance: toler12. In an interview included on the Criterion DVD release of the film, Ben Gazzara
and Gena Rowlands discuss the unusual circumstances of the scene’s development.
According to Gazzara, even the other actors were unaware of what the final scene of
The Second Woman’s “opening night” performance would look like, and Rowlands
insists that she and Cassavetes had not rehearsed the scene prior to their improvisation
in front of the voluntary live audience. Regardless of the degree of spontaneity—critics
have amended Cassavetes’ claim of total improvisatory scripting and performance in
his films (Berliner and King)—the scene includes significant creative participation by
Rowlands.
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Figure 4
Myrtle and Marty’s bizarre foot-grabbing finale to the play. (Still from Opening Night,
courtesy of Westchester Films)

ance of the strangeness of temporality, resistance to the cultural scripting
of that strangeness as a dangerous, even perverse, deficiency.
By inhabiting the supposedly perverse, “unruly” position of “aged”
woman, and rewriting the interpretation of such a position to incorporate the humor of uncanny change, there is the potential for resistance and
empowerment, for the “hope” that Myrtle complained was missing from
Sarah’s play. Opening Night, along with “Powers” and “Spelling,” suggests that embracing the strange or absurd may be the only “solution” to
the vexing instability of temporal identity. Notably, in all three cases, it is
women’s experiences of aging that initiate the incorporation of nonsense
and absurdity. Though Maurice participates wholeheartedly in the final
comedic improvisation, it is Myrtle’s struggles that are galvanizing; left
unharassed, Maurice would adhere to Sarah’s script (which does not punish his character for aging). For his character, Marty, aging means no loss
of power or selfhood. He remains an active, determining subject throughout the play, making judgments on women old and young, pronouncing
older faces superior for their authenticity and wisdom. In Sarah’s script
Marty does the slapping and Virginia gets slapped. Though aging is undeniably universal, its interaction with other forms of difference determines
the severity of its repercussions.
In both Opening Night and Requiem for a Dream there is a condensation of difference as gender and aging coalesce, provoking disturbing,
violent confrontations with uncanny identity. In these films, the aging
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woman’s specular achievements—Myrtle Gordon’s star status, Sara Goldfarb’s photographic youthful splendor—are threatened by the alterations
of time. For Sara there is no escape, no possibility of laughter. Indeed, the
only laughter in the film is at her expense when she imagines the talkshow audience in her living room, hooting and giggling at her attempts to
restore her lost youth. Sara’s parodying of herself is unwitting and destructive; what she sees as recaptured splendor the taunting audience perceives
as grotesque masquerade. The grotesque is never far from women’s comedy, since both involve an overturning of patriarchal expectations: “the
unruly woman often enjoys a reprieve from those fates that so often seem
inevitable to women under patriarchy, because her home is comedy and
the carnivalesque, the realm of inversion and fantasy where, for a time at
least, the ordinary world can be stood on its head” (Rowe 11). Comedy
may provide resistance and relief, but only “for a time.” So where is the
aging, female subject left after this temporary respite? What does she do
when the laughter ends? The final moments of Opening Night hint at a
possibility. When the curtain comes down and the laughter fades, Myrtle
no longer looks amused. Without an audience she is alone with her own
absurdity, her potential monstrosity as aged object. But the film’s final
moments involve an interaction between Myrtle and the director’s wife,
Dorothy Victor, who up until this moment has appeared only in relation
to her husband. “Lady, it’s a privilege,” she says, embracing Myrtle. The
film ends by freezing this image of union, the credits transposed over the
embrace. The emphasis on the embrace suggests that Myrtle’s parody and
laughter has reached Dorothy, an audience member, raising the possibility
of an alliance that excludes the film’s manipulative male characters, such
as Myrtle’s domineering director, Manny Victor, and her resentful costar,
Maurice.
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Doubles present subjects with their strange corporeality, their own otherness. Patriarchal constructions of gender can seriously aggravate the
difficulty of apprehending and acknowledging the uncanny identity the
double represents. The textual examples included in this chapter demonstrate a variety of responses to the shocking image of an aged self: denial,
correction, despair, even mania. Though the severity differs, all these
responses share an element of refusal. Whether wishing to revise the image
like Nancy in “Powers” or Sara Goldfarb in Requiem for a Dream, or
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rejecting it outright like the protagonists in “A Kind of Fiction” and Opening Night, all these characters share a motivating intolerance for their own
image. The pain of difference can entangle, or even snap, the threads of
continuity, making the aging self a threatening other that must be refused
at all costs. These characters reveal how in aging the remembered former
self appears more real and more authentic than the embodied self captured
in reflections. In other words, the subject comes to view herself as a counterfeit double set against the lost true self of youth, a perspective aggravated by the filmic reification of female subject as image. The risks of such
counterfeiting are numerous, and the alternatives can be difficult.
Opening Night suggests that laughter may assist one in tolerating the
multiplicity and mutability of uncanny temporality. But of course constant
laughter is its own form of mania. So how to abide the difficulties of aging
between bouts of laughter? Munro’s “Powers” may provide the least desperate portrait of aging in Nancy’s irony and humor, her begrudging recognition of the absurd double, her late-life development of visionary powers,
if only imaginary. Nancy tolerates the shock of the unexpected reflection
and is able to turn away from such images in order to focus on interior
visions. These may be insights to hope for and work toward: to acknowledge the uncanniness of identity as unsettling and bewildering, as absurd
and even outrageous, while resisting the urge to consign the strange image
of aging to the realm of frightening alterity. Perhaps, at times, one can perceive the aging double without anxiety or resentment. Comedy confirms
that such a reaction is indeed possible. The double-edged sword of parody,
one that “both legitimizes and subverts that which it parodies” (Hutcheon
97), can only be a partial solution to the debilitating “aging as deformation” thesis that prevails throughout popular culture. But even such limited respite proves the possibility of alternative discourses, in which the
appearance of the aging double, of dissemblance, need not be merely a
source of torment. There are other options. The difficulty lies not only in
seizing them, but first in discerning them.

